
Better value motoring

Honda does not support the usual industry

practice of special offers, demonstrator sales or

fleet discounts. Honda’s policy is intended to give

customers confidence when buying a new car. Our

price promise means the competitive recommended

retail price remains the same for

everyone. It means you can

concentrate on choosing the car

that meets your needs.

If you’d like help with purchasing

your new Odyssey, you’ll find extra

assistance available from Honda Finance.

We can give you several options for both personal

and fleet purchasing, all at very competitive rates.

Honda Lease Direct

Leasing your new Odyssey could make good financial

sense. Fixed monthly payments will simplify your

cash flow planning and all maintenance is covered.

Honda Assistance and warranties are also included.

By using Honda Lease Direct, you can get

competitive lease rates and the reassurance of

dealing with a lease company that knows its cars

inside out. Honda Lease Direct can tailor a lease

solution to your needs, leaving you to relax and

simply enjoy driving your new Odyssey.

For more information about leasing, please speak to

your Honda agent or call us on 0800 382 382.

Honda on the web

Check out www.honda.co.nz and you’ll find a full

agency listing, all the latest information about the

Odyssey, prices, complete accessory listings and

independently-supplied comparison charts to make

your purchasing decision easier.

How to contact us

Tel: 0800 255 666

Fax: 0-9-262 3247

Email: hondacare@honda.co.nz

Website: www.honda.co.nz
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Today’s fast-paced world belongs to

enterprising people with dreams and drive -

energetic individuals who expect more of

everything in life. But do traditional vehicles -

however prestigious - provide real creative

liberation for those with dynamic lifestyles and

discriminating tastes? At Honda, we envisage

innovative solutions for the most exhilarating

motoring enjoyment.

The result is a vehicle of premium sedan

comfort and refined driveability. Spacious and

versatile, with uncommon agility and

advanced safety protection. Experience the

powerful 3.0 V6 L or sporty 2.3 VTEC that

capture the Honda racing spirit for a new

generation of driving enthusiasts.

The Honda Odyssey.

For those with greater expectations 
in comfort and driveability



Honda wants each passenger to share the

motoring pleasure with the driver. The

Odyssey offers more flexibility with a spacious

cabin, accommodating up to seven people. 

Behind luxurious front seats, the second row

“easy chairs” provide relaxing room for up to

three people. These slide backwards and

forwards for extra legroom and easy access to

the rear. In the third row a “lounge” sofa seats

two passengers in comfort.

A spacious setting for freedom of choice

(left) The front seats share a convenient

tray with a non-slip surface. This folds up

to allow walkthrough between seats.

(right) Front seats have adjustable

armrests for comfort. In the second row,

part of the seatback flips down to make 

a wide armrest.

(right) Personal space abounds, with a

large dual-level glove box, ample

cupholders and plenty of pockets for

large and small items.

(below) Powerful dual air conditioning

provides rear overhead vents and

separate controls.

Remote keyless entry locks

and unlocks all doors and

the rear tailgate.

Ingenious automatic

gearshift position

The Sequential SportShift

gear lever is mounted on

the instrument console

panel, rather than the floor

or steering column, for

greater driving freedom.

Seating and cargo variations are

almost unlimited, making Odyssey

a true multi-purpose vehicle.



High Performance driving

The new Odyssey V6 engine achieves efficient torque

at low-to-mid range speeds by combining VTEC

engineering with a newly refined high inertia supply

intake manifold and electronic switching system.  

In addition, the 2.3 engine’s refinements in

compression ratio, intake and exhaust systems,

combustion chamber and shape of ports contribute 

to greater combustion efficiency in action.

Just move the shift

lever from the AT-

mode (left) to the

sequential mode

(right).  Then, upshift

by moving the lever to

(+) and downshift by

pulling the lever to (-).

Sequential shifting

takes less than half the time of shifting in the AT mode.  

The result is instant access to the sportiest drive available in

this class of vehicle.

How VTEC Operates.

VTEC switches between two combustion

environments – one for high torque in

the low-to-mid-range rpm, the other for

ultra-high power at high rpm. The result

is responsive performance through the

entire rpm range.

Commanding 
3.0-litre 

V6 VTEC engine.

At low and high speeds, in city streets and 

on highways, under the most demanding

conditions the Odyssey performs beyond your

greatest expectations.

sweeping side lines are expressly designed to

minimise air resistance. Streamlined in exterior

proportions, expansive in cabin dimensions,

every element of performance from the agile

manoeuverability, to precision braking control

and cabin tranquility, contributes to peace of

mind and lasting pride of ownership. In its

style and performance the Odyssey reflects

enduring Honda excellence for a new era of

motoring pleasure.

Large disc brakes bring

greater assurance to

precision braking

performance.  While the

EBD (Electronic Brake

force Distribution) system

helps to improve control.
Front ventilated discs          Solid rear discs

Honda VTEC engineering in both the silky-

smooth 3.0-litre V6 and sporty 2.3-litre model

yields responsive acceleration with exceptional

fuel economy and luxury car refinement.

Handling is more than a match for the

performance. Sophisticated double-wishbone

suspension provides roadholding that shames

many a conventional sedan, along with superb

ride comfort whether empty or laden.

The Style to Move You

The sleek Odyssey brings a new level of

aerodynamic efficiency to this class of car. 

It’s angled hood, bold low stance, and 

Engine refinements drastically reduce CO (carbon
monoxide) HC (hydrocarbons), and NOx (nitrogen
oxides) to a mere fraction of permissable levels,
without affecting engine performance. The new
Odyssey incorporates LEV technology.



Just as Honda pursues high performance and

responsive handling for your driving pleasure,

we also seek the most advanced safety and

environmental protection for your security. The

Odyssey reflects decades of evolutionary

progress in active safety, along with

comprehensive passive protection that meets

our own stringent tests, surpassing even the

toughest governmental standards. Honda G-

Force technology moderates the effect of an

unavoidable collision - softening impact

energy to help safeguard cabin integrity and

passenger well-being. Special bumper, hood,

and wiper structures help reduce the risk of

pedestrian injury. The interior provides the 

latest safety protection, including 3-point ELR

seatbelts for all rows, smart SRS airbags that

react to collision force, door lining pads and an

impact-absorbing ceiling pad, as well as highly

rigid body construction. In addition, the clean

running Odyssey is equipped with Honda’s

latest low-emission technology, together with

recyclable parts and eco-friendly air

conditioning. It’s all part of Honda’s constant

commitment to quality of life.

A comprehensive sense of protective care

Strong basis for satisfaction

From its highly rigid reinforced frame to its strengthened tailgate, the

Odyssey  is engineered for solid driveability and extra quietness.

(above) The intelligent dual SRS Airbag System instantly

analyses a collision and deploys at a rate relative to the

force of impact.

(left) A lead free aluminum radiator is also designed for easy

recycling and eco-protection.

(left) Trichloroethane-free bumpers and a high percentage

of PP/PE components are designed for easy dismantling

and marked for simplified recycling.  This makes it easy to

reuse precious resources in new applications. 



ACCESSORIES
* Genuine Alarm
* 10 Disc CD Stacker
* Rear Reversing mirror
* Tonneau cover
* Rear Spoiler
* Towbar
* Protector Rear Bumper
* Door Visor (set)
* Gold Emblem Set
* Reversing Sensors
* Grey/Beige Mats
* Woodgrain - console

- Door
- Tray
- Gear Knob
- Steering Wheel

COLOUR OPTIONS

36
M O N T H

OR 100,000
K I L O M E T R E S
WHICHEVER COMES FIRST

B O DY  A N D
MECHANICAL
WA R R A N T Y

Eternal Blue

Marble Beige

Firepepper Red

Signet Silver

Noble Green

Premium White

For your peace of mind, every new Honda comes with a 3 year or 100,000 kilometre
(whichever comes first), body and mechanical warranty and 24 hour road-side assist.

*Accessories available in both V6 and 2.3l models

ODYSSEY SPECIFICATIONS
MECHANICAL Odyssey Odyssey V6-L

2.3 litre 16-valve four cylinder inline aluminium engine •
3.0 litre 24-valve six cylinder aluminium engine •
Maximum power 110kW @ 5,800 rpm and maximum torque 206 Nm @ 4,800 rpm •
Maximum power 154kW @ 5,800 rpm and maximum torque 270 Nm @ 5,000 rpm •
VTEC (Variable Valve Timing with Electronic Lift Control) performance enhancing technology • •
LEV (Low Emission Vehicle) rating • •
91-octane regular unleaded fuel. 65 litre tank capacity • •
4-speed Sportshift auto with lock-up clutch and Grade Logic Control •
5-speed Sportshift auto with lock-up clutch and Grade Logic Control •
Front Double Wishbone suspension and rear Link Double Wishbone suspension with front and • •
rear stabiliser bars

Speed sensitive power-assisted rack and pinion steering • •
Power-assisted front and rear disc brakes • •
Alloy 16x6 wheels with 215/60 R16 • •
SAFETY & SECURITY

Engine immobiliser and remote central locking on all doors • •
G-Force control technology bodyshell for maximum passenger protection • •
ABS anti-lock braking system with Electronic Brake Distribution • •
Driver and Passenger front i-SRS intelligent airbags • •
Side intrusion beams • •
Child restraint top tether anchor points, rear childproof door locks • •
Seatbelts (1st row) 3-point ELR with pretensioner and load limiter • •

(2nd row) 3-point ELR x2 plus 2 point manual •
(2nd row) 3-point ELR x2 •
(3rd row) 3-point ELR x2 • •

EXTERIOR

Body coloured bumpers with chrome inserts • •
Black power retractable door mirrors •
Body coloured power retractable door mirrors •
Front under spoiler • •
Large halogen headlights • •
Front fog lights • •
Rear wiper with washer • •
Body coloured side sills and mud flaps •
INTERIOR

Seating capacity 7 6

Retractable fold-down 3rd row bench seat • •
Foldable split 2nd row bench sliding seat •
‘Captain’ style second row individual seats •
Velour interior •
Leather interior •
Power windows • •
Cruise control • •
Tilt adjustable power steering • •
Dual air conditioning • •
AM/FM single in-dash CD player • •
Steering wheel audio controls • •
DIMENSIONS

Overall Length (mm) 4,835

Overall Width (mm) 1,800

Overall Height (mm) 1,635 1,630

Turning circle – radius at wheel (metres) 5.73 5.74

Boot capacity (VDA litres) 242 242


